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Abstract 

Body Area Networks (BANs) are key technique for human’s life now days. 

BANS are emerging field in computer science as well as in electronics 

engineering. Many researches are going on BANs with respect to their 

applications, implementations and adoptability. As BANs are directly related 

to wireless sensor networks, there are some constraints like energy 

consumption, security and interoperability. In BANs the network nodes are 

collecting the important information; therefore they must have some security 

methods for the security of data in BAN. If we talk about applications of 

BANs, there we require transmission and storing of the data in sensor nodes 

memories. Then we will be using some access methods to retrieve the data for 

further process. Here the authentication comes under the picture. 

Authentication is essential for the data to be accessed. In this paper we will be 

discussing the authentication process for BANs. 

Keywords: Body Area Networks, BANs Security, Authentication in BANs, 

Wireless Communication, Sensor Network. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We describe a Body Area Network (BAN) as a wireless sensor network of 

heterogeneous/homogeneous computing devices that are wearable. The BANs are a 

combination of various tiny sensors nodes connected to each other by some 

communication techniques. This is basically dependent on the feasibility of 
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implantation of  tiny biosensors inside the human body that won’t create ant problem 

for the body and that don't impair normal activities. The sensors in the human body 

will collect the various physiological changes and record the same [1,2,3]. There are 

many application for BANs like medical, entertainment, military, and sports. BANs 

can be customized and implemented as per the requirement of particular application. 

It requires an advanced information and communication technology system for 

controlling the BANs for a wide range of applications. BANs contain three types of 

devices: sensors, actuators, and a sink.  

 

 

Figure 1. Basic 3 -Tier structure of BANs 

 

In Figure 1, various sensors are implanted at various locations on the body that 

support different network topologies, and forward the sensed data to a device like 

server (e.g., a smart phone or a laptop). Unlike wireless sensor networks, BANs have 

some notable differences with respect to battery availability, wear ability (e.g., size 

and power), and transmission topology. In addition, the requirement of reliability may 

be rigorous than in a wireless sensor network. 

There are three types of communication in BANs 

i. Unsecured communication: In this type of communication no security 

mechanism will be there for communication. This is the lowest level of 

security in which the data is transmitted in unsecure manner. 

ii.  Authentication only: This is something better then unsecure communication. 

In this the data transmitted insecured authentication but is not encrypted. Only 

the authentication is there but privacy and confidentiality are not supported by 

this mode. 
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iii. Authentication as well as Encryption: It is the best mode of communication. In 

this we are following authentication and encryption both. That gives us 

integrity, confidentiality, replay defense and privacy protection. 

 

2. ISSUES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SECURITY IN BANS 

There are various issues which requires to be considered in the area of BANs, like 

frequency band selection, energy-efficient hardware, real time connectivity, protocol 

design, ,  antenna design, QoS and reliability, MAC protocol design, , over 

heterogeneous networks, regulatory compliance, and security and privacy. We are 

going to present only security related issues in this section.  

 

2.1 Data Confidentiality 

For the prevention of data from leakage it is necessary to keep data confidential at the 

locations, node itself as well as local server. Confidentiality can be threatened by 

hardware compromise or the transmission medium threat. The attacker can owe the 

node or the local server or the path in which the data is traversing. In order to prevent 

data confidentiality one must have some cryptographic mechanism. 

 

2.2 Data Integrity 

In BANs the data is important, and its modification would lead to disastrous 

consequences. Thus there must have some security mechanism for data integrity.  In 

particular, not only we would be able to detect modification of data at end users, but 

also check and detect that during storage periods, in order to identify that particular  

modification in advance and accordingly  alert the user. 

 

2.3 Data Freshness 

As per the application of BANs we require updated and latest data for controlling and 

maintaining. It means that we are using the fresh data and  none can replay old 

messages. Data freshness is of two types: strong freshness, which guarantees data 

frames ordering as well as delay and weak freshness, which guarantees partial data 

frames ordering but does not guarantee delay. 

 

2.4 Availability 

Availability is basically meant for efficient availability of data. The attacker may 

approach the availability of BAN by disabling or capturing a particular node, which 

may lead to loss of information. We can protect our system by shifting the operation 
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of a attacked node to a different node in the network. 

 

2.5 Accountability 

It is required for data access in BAN, especially when a user abuses his/her access 

privileges, such as giving the key to a malicious user. To defend against it many 

techniques are developed. The pirate device is used to decrypt a value that is 

encrypted under its ID, which will not succeed. 

Apart from the security issues, we are presenting the security threats and security 

requirements for BANs in the Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Security threats and security requirements for BANs 

Security Threats Security Requirements 

Data disclosure Confidentiality and privacy 

Node capture and compromised node Resilience to node compromise 

Data  modification Integrity and authenticity 

Data Collision/ Exhaustion Error correcting code 

Routing attacks Secure routing 

Intrusion Intrusion detection 

Black holes/De-synchronization Secure Management 

Unauthenticated access Key establishment and trust setup 

 

3. NODE DEPLOYMENT IN BANS 

Authentication validates the identity of the particular source node. Let us consider a 

security threat in which, the adversary not only modifying the data packets but also 

integrates fabricated packets to change a packet stream.  

The mangers that are controlling the communication must be capable of verifying the 

original source of data. Message Authentication Code is used for authentication that is 

mostly computed from the shared secret key. Here in this section we are going to 

present some issues related to authentication in BANs as per the node deployment. 

 

3.1 Static Node Deployment 

In static node deployment nodes are static and never move. As nodes are easy to find 

in this deployment, such nodes are vulnerable to attacks. Authentication protocol 

should respond to these issues. 
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3.2 Dynamic Node Deployment 

In this type of node deployment the nodes are moving and not stable at any particular 

location. In this there are some issues like message integrity, node capture & 

compromise, re-authentication of a moving node, and un-traceability of node’s 

movement. 

 

4. AUTHENTICATION IN BANS:  

Authentication is an important security service to prevent false data injection. There 

are three types of authentication.   

 

4.1 One-way authentication 

Only a single message will be sent from the sender to the receiver node in this type of 

authentication. This is going to install the sender’s identity and then the message is 

intended for receiver. The message is not altered during transit is the necessary point.  

 

4.2 Two-way / mutual authentication 

It is two-sided process in which we will send communications link to each other and 

both members will be certified. BANs two-way authentication assures that each 

other's identity can refer to two counterparts.  

 

4.3 Three-way authentication 

In this authentication process a third party messenger sends a message and both the 

parties will accept it. It is used when the clocks of the nodes are unable to 

synchronize.  

 

5. AUTHENTICATION PROCESSES 

Previous related work has shown an approach for securing the communication using 

biometrics extraction from the data provided by the wireless sensors [4]. A 

combination of biometrics devices can be used to seed a random number generator. 

Further this can be used derive keys. It sidesteps the problems as well as provides a 

kind of proof (the derived key) and thus it becomes a promising solution. 

Another approach i.e. data-based approach cites that it is impossible to know a priori 

which the user will be carrying. In this, we make a hypothesis that each sensor will be 

coupled with an accelerometer. We choose an Accelerometer as per the size, amount 
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and energy unlike some sensors, they can be placed anywhere on the body. Moreover, 

prior research has shown that we require efficient accelerometers for activity 

recognition [5], recognizing on-body positions of wearable sensors [6], for 

authentication [7]. Previous research has proven a technique in which we can detect 

accurately when two devices are placed at the same position on the body while a user 

is walking [8].  

In [9], Ying et al, described a scalable and efficient protocol to establish and update 

the key for authentication among any pair of sensors  in dynamic BAN. The solution 

is appropriate for static and dynamic environments. The solution has and high 

probability of sharing a key and the communication cost is very less in it. 

In [10], Wong et al, has given a dynamic user authentication scheme for BAN. It 

imposes less computational load that allows the authenticated users to ask the data 

from any of the sensor nodes. This scheme is secure against forgery attacks and 

replay. 

In [11], Tan et al presented an identity based cryptography approach in BANs for 

security purpose. In this authors surveyed the various security requirements in a BAN, 

and proposed the use of the identity based encryption (IBE) scheme, called IBE-Lite. 

In [12], Tseng et al, presented a mechanism for authentication that is vulnerable to 

forgery attacks. The proposed mechanism possesses the reduction in the risk of 

password leakage. 

In [13], T.Yao et al, proposed a protocol for authentication to broadcast messages 

using secure acknowledgements and one way key chain. But it have some drawback 

that because of unknowing key chain the whole broadcasting would be disrupted and 

there is no sync of time.  

In [14], Kim et al, have given an algorithm for dropping and detecting fabricated 

reports using message authentication nodes from representative nodes. But this 

scheme results in communication overload because of number of MACs. 

In [15], Ning et al, proposed an authentication scheme which is slightly weak to filter 

bogus/false messages using one way key chain. But this mechanism needs periodic 

broadcasting and synchronization between the access points and sensor nodes when it 

is used with signature based authentication. 

In [16] Wang et al, authors are using additive increase multiplicative decrease for 

dynamic window scheme to regulate the size of window. The proposed mechanism 

permits switching among the authenticating first mode or forward- first. 

In [17], Huang et al, using ECC for self-organizing algorithm which has 2 phases. 

That includes Implicit Certificate Generation Process and Hybrid key Establishment 

Process. Proposed mechanism has some issues where each sensor node need to  have 
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direct contact with the Certificate Authority which would be a bottleneck. 

Halperin et al. [18] using a low-frequency audio channel for Out-of-Band (OOB) 

Authentication. OOB techniques are using auxiliary channels, like visual, audio, and 

tactile, which are not included in the established data communication channel. 

Denning et al. [19] proposed visual OOB authentication. Authors proposed the use of 

visible tattoos or ultra violet to record sensor nodes keys. This schemes permits 

authentication in the emergency, but it may suffer from usability concerns. It will not 

allow the  key revocation. 

 Li et al. [20] proposed a method that requires LED blinking patterns for 

authentication. In this the user is to visually inspect the LED blinking pattern 

simultaneous. The usability of this method is not clear yet. It is suitable for emergency 

scenarios, so its applicability to sensor nodes as wearable devices is limited. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The BAN is an emerging technology that will alter people’s every day experiences 

revolutionarily. Privacy and data security in BANs is a significant area, and still there 

are number of challenges which need to be overcome. In this paper we have surveyed 

the papers of various authors with respects to authentication in BANs. Through 

authentication we can ensure that the wireless sensors in a BAN are transmitting data 

from and to an authenticated user. The research in this field is still in its beginning as 

of now, but it will draw interest of researches in upcoming years. Hopefully this 

article will motivate researchers to do research in this domain and develop novel and 

practical designs of authenticated BANs. 
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